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Jeanine Hull, President


 

Consulting Firm with 12 years of experience 
advising utility executives, private equity 
funds, and exchanges on risk management 
strategies related to the energy markets;



 

Member, Coalition for the Green Bank;


 

Member, Department of Energy’s “Financial 
Advisory Team”

 
for ARRA funds.



 

Former partner, Cantor Fitzgerald, LP.


 

Former Assistant General Counsel, LG&E 
Energy Corp.
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Buildings are single biggest opportunity for 
efficiency in this country. Buildings account for 
approximately 44% of total energy consumption 
in the US.



 

Most of that energy is provided in the form of 
coal-based electricity and natural gas, significant 
contributors of carbon, SO2 and NOx.  



 

Saving even 20% of total building energy would 
for an average homeowner, translate into a 
savings of approximately $450/yr., and for the 
country, approximately $50 Billion annually.  (EIA 
estimate)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Savings in terms of energy security, air and water quality, GHG contribution and cash flow—for homes and businesses.
==There are over 100 million households in the United States.  A typical whole-house retrofit consisting of insulation, duct sealing and HVAC replacement runs on average between $7500 to $10,000/home.  

Thus the size for the residential market only—not including commercial or industrial—is potentially $750 billion to $1 Trillion.  As big as the stimulus is, it will never be able to reach more than an infinitesimally small percentage of those homes.  We have to harness the power of the private capital markets to make a dent in this opportunity, much less to achieve a scope and scale necessary to actually impact energy consumption patterns.





 

Each building owner/tenant has competing 
needs for retrofit dollars and cannot see the 
full benefit of its contribution to nation’s 
energy scorecard.



 

State, local, tribal and territorial governments 
must act together to aggregate the individual 
savings into a massive contribution to 
reducing the country’s carbon footprint and 
reliance on imported energy resources.
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Currently, energy efficiency loans (EELs) are 
facilitated by federal dollars through grants 
to governments.  



 

Residential: primarily utility-funded 
programs.



 

Commercial: little commercial lending 
occurring at this time.
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Promotes speed, scope and scale by involving 
private capital in EEL market.



 

Promotes liquidity by providing lenders a risk 
management tool to balance their portfolios, 
an exit strategy and a transparent and 
reliable market price, thus increasing the 
number of lenders willing to participate in 
this market.



 

Expanded market leads to significant cost 
reductions in manufacturing and installation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary market sells its product (i.e. portfolio of loans) into the secondary market.  The secondary market is just buying a financial instrument, which is the right to receive the repayment of the loan amounts plus interest.  These obligations can be aggregated into high quality loan buckets and lower quality buckets, or buckets of high value loans and buckets of many more lower value loans.  The market will create the products it wants.  That’s the role of the secondary market and the exchanges and specialists in that market.  Once the loans have been sold into the secondary market, the primary lenders will have the cash in hand to be able to again write loans that will, in due course, be sold into the secondary market, and on an on.  Through this mechanism, the division of work is that the lenders who are good at underwriting these loans will be favored sellers, and will be able to find buyers for their products.  They will then have the necessary capital to continue writing loans.  The secondary market will buy and resell the loans, the loans will be serviced and, absent a default, the capital necessary for energy efficiency loans will be targeted where it is needed.

Speed—we need to move the building stock sooner rather than later to maximize benefits of move.  A reduction of 20% today will compound over the ensuing years much more than a reduction of 1%.  These are yearly benefits!
--scope-we need to move into the ranks of people who are not necessarily first adopters.  We have probably reached many of the first adopters, but they tend to be a small part of the market.  The way to achieve scope is to reach those who are not installing efficiency measures for the good of the planet, but because it is a smart business or home investment.
--scale—in this case, it is all about size.  Money is attracted to money.  We need loan portfolio sizes in the range of at least $15-20 Million on a regular basis to attract significant lending capital and to create liquidity that is necessary to provide the risk mitigation aspects of a secondary market.

Reduces transaction costs





 

Conformity



 

Size



 

Transparent risk
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Must standardize major loan terms:
◦

 
Secured or unsecured;
◦

 
Size of loan ($1-$15,000; > $15,000<$250K)
◦

 
Term of loan (<8 yrs; 9-15 yrs.; >15 yrs.)
◦

 
Borrower credit and underwriting standards;
◦

 
Terms relating to default, remedies, and credit 
enhancement facilities.
◦

 
Measurement and Verification (M&V)
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Liquidity needed to establish a market and 
facilitate trading.



 

Size of portfolio necessary to attract private 
capital. (>$15 MM)



 

Leverage—use of federal funds to encourage 
private capital to enter this market is best 
accomplished through credit enhancement to 
provide volumes.
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Many forms including loan loss reserves, full 
and partial loan guarantees, subordinated 
debt, insurance, etc.



 

Needed until market experience creates 
reliable data of loss history for various 
buckets of risk.
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Issues with OMB Circular A-87 and “bad 
debts.”



 

Coordination over various state, local, 
territorial and tribal entities to create a 
conforming loan template.
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